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I enjoyed the film last night. Nice story and good characters.
I thought it was brilliant! Thanks!
Excellent. Lily Tomlin was fantastic and it was such a different, quirky take on family
relationships. I loved the concept of a mini road trip by the grandmother and
granddaughter and the fact that the amazing Lily Tomlin was way cooler than all the
cool people in the film. We both thoroughly enjoyed it and couldn't believe so much was
packed into such a short time.
Although some parts of the plot were a bit far-fetched (the bit about the ex-husband
whom she had not seen for 30 years.. why did she know exactly where he lived but not
that he had x number of wives and grandchildren?). The story and references were
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I wondered sometimes
whether the film was trying
to be too stridently
“feminist”. I thought Lilly
Tomlin played her part well
with excellent comedic
timing and glimpses of
vulnerability though.
It was well-acted with
strong characterisation by













otherwise interesting and engaging with a good denouement..
Excellent choice, brilliant acting, thank you.
Good film. Depiction of the principal characters was positive but America's overall
retreat from radicalism was depressing.
Tremendous - honest and funny! Reminded me of being young(er) and showed what to
aspire to in old(er) age. Excellent.
We all thought it was great, thank you!
Loved it!
We both thoroughly enjoyed it, and no complaints about anything. Great film, well acted
and believable portrayal of characters. Well done.
Excellent. Very entertaining, humorous film which did not trivialise the subject. Lily
Tomlin was, as usual, brilliant.
Refreshingly different subject matter. Excellent comic performance from Lily Tomlin.
Great to see Sam Elliott. Not seen him since The Big Lebowski.
The plot opened up a window of reflection on a fascinating and believable life.
Wonderfully performed by Lily Tomlin.
Just loved it & especially Lily Tomlin. Can't praise it enough. Thank you for this choice.
We both enjoyed this film, particularly Lily Tomlin's performance. The subject matter
was original and the cast full of strong female roles.



Grandma but generally
underwhelming.
We thought the film was
OK. We didn't think it was
anything spectacular - just
a nice way to pass the
evening, really. It was a bit
predictable that she'd work
out she could behave a bit
better etc - so obvious she
was going to cry in the
shower after she'd thrown
her girlfriend out, for
instance but there were
some really good scenes
in the film such as the one
where she asks the old
boyfriend for the money
which was very well done.

